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HIGH PRAISE FOR PETER RUSSELL’S LATEST WORK…
“The first solid attempt to clearly identify the paradigm that is emerging—an integration of the scientific paradigm
that is dominant in the world now, and the spiritual traditions represented in paradigms dominant in the past…
I predict this book will spread like wildfire. For many of us it is a fulfillment of a dream we didn't know we had.”

Michael L. Ray, Stanford Business School, author of Creativity In Business

“What an extraordinary, marvelous, powerful, profound piece of work."
John L. Petersen, President, The Arlington Institute, author of Out of the Blue

“A modern hero's journey—a record of a courageous traveler who has ventured where scientists aren’t supposed
to go, who has gained great wisdom and returned to share it. This book will be invaluable to millions who
are seeking to harmonize intellect and intuition, science and spirit in their lives.”

Larry Dossey, MD, author of Recovering the Soul and Reinventing Medicine

“A brilliant synthesis of the empirical and spiritual views of reality.”

Harville Hendrix, author of Finding the Love You Want

“Profoundly insightful from both a theoretical and personal perspective. A story of the development of western
thought on the one hand, and of a very thoughtful individual’s personal struggles to reconcile his love and
respect for science with his growing spiritual awakening. Far more than most other books on the subject,
From Science to God identifies a possible basis for true reconciliation between science and spirituality.”

Winston Franklin, President, The Institute of Noetic Sciences 

“The best book Peter Russell’s ever written…will get through to the Harvard Business School types.”
Hazel Henderson, author of Building A Win–Win World and Paradigms in Progress

“At a time when Osama Bin Laden and the Taliban have given God a bad name it is a pleasure to read
Peter Russell's beautifully written book endorsing the transcendental view of life. Based on his own experiences
as a mathematician and as a mystic he charts the route from materialism to meditation and has a convincing
explanation of the meaning of such diverse items such as gravity, relativity, quantum theory, light and consciousness.
And a new and satisfying interpretation of God.”

Napier Collyns, Co-founder of the Global Business Network

“As usual Peter Russell has brought the highly complex into the divinely simple and helped us make the
transition from the materialistic view of nature, to the illumination of the true nature of reality.”

Barbara Marx Hubbard, author of Conscious Evolution

F R O M S C I E N C E T O G O D
The Mystery of Consciousness and the Meaning of Light
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INTERVIEWERS AND AUDIENCES WANT HIM BACK…

“Peter Russell is undoubtedly the most articulate, knowledgeable, and engaging author I have interviewed in
the last tens years. Our audience loved him.”

Dr. Stanley Hobish, host of Wizard of Is on WGBB–AM, New York

“Peter Russell’s appearance on the program was fascinating, informative, very fresh and extremely warm. It is
now days later, and the show is still getting phone calls and e–mail from listeners asking when he will be back.”

Thomas Pecora, host of The Thomas Pecora Show on WJKL–FM, Chicago

“Peter Russell is an important point rider for the emerging culture. On air, he is articulate, engaging, and
able to make complex ideas understandable to a wide audience.”

Michael Toms, co–founder of New Dimensions Radio

“Peter Russell offers one of the most compelling perspectives about man’s future I’ve ever heard, and he pres-
ents it in an exciting fashion. A guest that will definitely be back.”

Paul Gonzales, nationally syndicated talk–show host, United Broadcast Network

“With much wisdom and practicality, Peter shares his knowledge of science and spirit, offering ways to live
peacefully in the present moment and contribute to the healing of the planet.”

Ron Duffy, host of the Inner Journey Radio Program

BUSINESS LEADERS AND PHILOSOPHERS ADMIRE HIS THINKING…

“A fascinating vision of how the information revolution is changing human thinking. A much needed, opti-
mistic perspective on the future.”

Ted Turner, founder of The Turner Network

“Peter Russell is a brilliant theoretician who brings an astonishing creativity to every topic he touches. He
has a keen intellect and a truly compassionate heart, and it shows on every page he writes.”

Ken Wilber, author of A Brief History of Everything and Eye of the Spirit

“The real revolution in the information age is the ability to use our minds differently. Peter Russell will be
your guide.”

John Sculley, Former CEO, Apple Computers

“…a celebration of the emerging humanity, sung from the heart of a principal spokesman of the emerging science.”
Gary Zukav, author of Seat of The Soul

“Absolutely brilliant. Like Marx and Freud, but with more wisdom than either of them, Russell might set off
a revolution in a dozen sciences and in human consciousness as well.”

Robert Anton Wilson, author of The Illuminati Papers

“Peter Russell’s ideas are music to my ears…a physicist who meditates. Peter has made the journey ‘Out and
In.’ He adds quality to the quantity.”

Mike Pinder, Founder of The Moody Blues

“I've a strong feeling Peter Russell’s ideas will become mainstream in a few years time.”
Anita Roddick, founder of The Body Shop, author of Business As Unusual


